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Plio-Pleistocene Ice Volume, Antarctic
Climate, and the Global d18O Record
M. E. Raymo,1* L. E. Lisiecki,1 Kerim H. Nisancioglu2
We propose that from È3 to 1 million years ago, ice volume changes occurred in both the Northern
and Southern Hemispheres, each controlled by local summer insolation. Because Earth’s orbital
precession is out of phase between hemispheres, 23,000-year changes in ice volume in each
hemisphere cancel out in globally integrated proxies such as ocean d18O or sea level, leaving the
in-phase obliquity (41,000 years) component of insolation to dominate those records. Only a modest
ice mass change in Antarctica is required to effectively cancel out a much larger northern ice volume
signal. At the mid-Pleistocene transition, we propose that marine-based ice sheet margins replaced
terrestrial ice margins around the perimeter of East Antarctica, resulting in a shift to in-phase
behavior of northern and southern ice sheets as well as the strengthening of 23,000-year cyclicity in
the marine d18O record.
lthough the glacial-interglacial cycles
of the past 3 million years (My) represent some of the largest and most
studied climate variations of the past, the physical
mechanisms driving these cycles are not well
understood. For the past 30 years, the prevalent
theory has been that fluctuations in global ice
volume are caused by variations in the amount of
insolation received at critical latitudes and seasons
because of variations in Earth_s precession,
obliquity, and eccentricity. Based mainly on
climate proxy records from the past 0.5 My, but
also supported by climate model results, a loose
scientific consensus has emerged that variations in
ice volume at precession EÈ23 thousand years
(ky)^ and obliquity (41 ky) frequencies appear to
be directly forced and coherent with northern
summer insolation, whereas the È100-ky component of the ice age climate cycle results from nonlinear amplification mechanisms possibly phaselocked to summer insolation variations (1–3).
In the late Pliocene/early Pleistocene (LP/EP)
interval from È3 to 1 million years ago (Ma),
however, only weak variance at 100-ky and
23-ky periods is observed in proxy ice volume
records such as benthic d18O. Instead, the
records are dominated by 41-ky cyclicity, the
primary obliquity period (Figs. 1A and 2A)
(4–6) Esupporting online material (SOM) text^.
Given that the canonical Milankovitch model
predicts that global ice volume is forced by
high northern summer insolation, which at
nearly all latitudes is dominated by the 23-ky
precession period (Figs. 1B and 2A) (7), why
then do we not observe a strong precession
signal in LP/EP ice volume records? The lack
of such a signal and the dominance of obliquity
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have defied understanding. Similarly, some ice
modeling experiments show a dominant 41-ky
periodicity, but there is always relatively more

precession power in simulated ice volume than
is observed in the geologic record; no ice
sheet–climate model that we are aware of has
been successful in reproducing the observed
spectral characteristics of the LP/EP ice volume
record (8–10). In every model, including our
own recent ice modeling experiments that include meridional energy fluxes sensitive to
varying insolation gradients (5, 10), ablation is
highly sensitive to summer heating and hence
precession is always strongly represented in the
predicted ice volume record. The strong influence of summer heating on ice sheet mass
balance is also supported by more than a century of glaciological field studies Eas summarized in (11) and shown in Fig. 3^.
Here, we present a simple model of ice
volume change, consistent with traditional
Milankovitch theory and glaciological field
studies, that predicts a sea level/d18O record
that closely matches that observed from the
geologic record. We used the nondimensional
ice sheet–climate model of Imbrie and Imbrie
(12), but a more sophisticated ice sheet model

Fig. 1. Age versus (A) LR04 stack of 950 benthic d18O records (6); (B) 65-N summer insolation
records for NH (21 June) and SH (21 December), calculated from (7); (C) NH (blue) and SH (red)
modeled ice volumes, calculated as described in text; (D) predicted sea level (solid line) and mean
ocean d18O (dashed line), derived from ice volume histories shown in (C); and (E) comparison of
predicted mean ocean d18O and the LR04 stack detrended by a slope of 0.8° per My from 3 to 2.5 Ma
and 0.26° per My from 2.5 to 1 Ma (31).
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would give similar results (10) (SOM text). Our
modeled ice sheets are dominated by precession
because of the assumed (and observed) dependence of ablation on summer temperatures. Our
experiment differs from previous attempts to
model the B41-ky world[ because we allowed
for a dynamic Antarctic ice sheet, as suggested
by Pliocene sea level data. First, we present
evidence for a more dynamic Antarctic ice
sheet in the LP/EP, followed by model results
and a discussion of the implications of our
hypothesis.
Mid-Pliocene climate and ice sheet margins.
Many marine and terrestrial studies have documented the long-term cooling that began in the
early Pliocene and culminated in the growth of
large Northern Hemisphere (NH) ice sheets by
2.5 Ma (4, 13–15). It is also widely recognized
that the mid-Pliocene before 2.9 Ma was the most
recent time period consistently warmer than the
present, with global temperatures elevated by as
much as 3-C with respect to modern values (16).
In particular, the interval between 3.3 and 3.0 Ma,
often referred to as the ‘‘mid-Pliocene climatic
optimum,’’ is widely studied as a possible analog
for a future warmer Earth (17).
From 3.3 to 3.0 Ma, the deep ocean d18O
record is characterized by consistently more
depleted isotopic values (lower than modern
values by 90.5°), indicative of warmer bottom
waters and/or less global ice volume (14–17).
Independent evidence for higher sea levels during
the mid-Pliocene climate optimum comes from
raised coastal terraces [35 T 18 m relative to
present (rtp) (18)] and Pacific atolls [up to 25 m
higher rtp (19)]. Given that the present-day
Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheet volumes
are each equivalent to only 6 to 7 m of sea level
(20), the above studies imply that a substantial
volume of the present East Antarctica ice sheet
(EAIS) must have melted at this time [today the
EAIS is equivalent to È54 to 55 m of sea level

(21)]. Studies conducted on and around Antarctica
suggest a warmer, partially deglaciated EAIS at
this time, including extensive paleosol development (22), increased smectite in near-shore sediment (23), and less regional ice-rafted material
(24). Recent expeditions have also found evidence for dynamic behavior of the EAIS margin
throughout the Plio-Pleistocene, including less
continental ice, reduced sea-ice cover, and inland
penetration of warmth in the Prydz Bay region
(25, 26), as well as a substantial melting of the
Ross ice shelf, near 1.0 Ma (27). Indeed, the almost completely ice-covered and poorly studied
EAIS coastline (generally located between 65-S
and 70-S over more than 7000 km) could have
been deglaciated (melting ice sheet margin on
land) for much of the late Pliocene and/or early
Pleistocene, leaving little evidence today.
Ultimately, ice sheets are at the mercy of
the competing forces of ablation and accumulation (Fig. 3). In East Antarctica today (Fig.
3B), virtually no melting occurs and precipitation is limited by low air temperature. Most
ablation is due to calving of icebergs from ice
margins at sea level (28) (on the West Antarctic
Peninsula, by contrast, summer temperatures
exceed 0-C and grass and mosses take root
today). During the last glacial maximum (21
ka), Antarctica is believed to have increased in
volume by 15 m of sea level equivalent (29),
most likely by expanding onto exposed shelves
as sea level fell because of NH ice sheet growth
(note, in Fig. 3, that glacial cooling in and of
itself would predict a decrease in mass accumulation). By comparison, Greenland today
(hatched bar in Fig. 3B) experiences widespread summer melting in low altitude coastal
regions that is offset by accumulation inland.
During the last glacial maximum, the expanded
Laurentide and Fennoscandia ice sheets would
also have experienced widespread summer melting on their southern margins.

Fig. 2. (A) Spectra of the LR04 stack, the paleomagnetically dated d18O stack of Huybers (57), the
paleomagnetically dated DSDP607 benthic d18O record (4, 34), 21 June summer insolation at 65-N,
and NH model output (Fig. 1C). All spectra are calculated over interval from 3 to 1 Ma and are
normalized to each other (SOM text). (B) Comparison of spectra for sea level curves calculated with the
use of different ratios of NH to SH ice volume change (ratio SH/NH ice given in parentheses). NH ice is
always assumed to range over 80 m sea level equivalent and SH ice varies over a range of 0 to 40 m. In
Fig. 1 we show the results of the 80 m/30 m experiment.
www.sciencemag.org
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From modern glaciological observations and
paleo–sea level data, we draw this conclusion:
The deglaciation of a substantial fraction of the
EAIS at 3 Ma, suggests that the EAIS behaved
glaciologically, at that time, like a modern
Greenland ice sheet. In other words, the EAIS
must have overlapped the range of negative mass
balance (uppermost bar in Fig. 3B). A warmer,
more dynamic EAIS with a terrestrial-based
melting margin, as opposed to a glaciomarine
calving margin, is implied. Because such margins
are strongly controlled by summer melting,
Antarctic ice volume would be sensitive to
orbitally driven changes in local summer insolation. When did the EAIS transition to its modern
state, ringed by extensive marine ice shelves?
Until now it has been assumed that it happened in
concert with the well-documented NH cooling
between 3 and 2.6 Ma. Here, we propose that it
may not have happened until after 1 Ma.
Modeled Plio-Pleistocene ice volume history. Next, we present a forward model of global
ice volume history initialized at 3 Ma with the
following assumptions: (i) ice sheet mass balance
is sensitive to local summer insolation; (ii) NH ice
volume varies on orbital time scales between the
present volume and 80 m below present sea level;
and (iii) Antarctic ice volume varies between the
present value and sea level that is 30 m higher than
the present sea level. In other words, cool NH
summers will lead to NH ice growth while, at the

Fig. 3. Generalized dependence of ice sheet ablation rate, accumulation rate (A), and mass balance
(B) on mean annual surface temperature [modified
from (58)]. Hatched and open bars show hypothesized time evolution of NH and SH ice sheets, respectively. Vertical dashed line denotes transition
from ablation-dominated to accumulation-dominated
regime. MPT, mid-Pleistocene transition.
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same time, warm Southern Hemisphere (SH)
summers lead to ice decay in Antarctica (Fig.
1B). To predict the individual ice volume
histories for each hemisphere, we used the
well-known ice-climate model of Imbrie and
Imbrie (12):
jdV=dt 0 ði þ V Þ=t

ð1Þ

where V is ice volume, i is insolation (21 June,
65-N for NH; 21 December, 65-S for SH), and
t is a time constant which differs for ice growth
and decay (see SOM text for more model details). Insolation and the modeled ice volume
histories for the NH and SH (in sea level equivalents) are shown in Fig. 1, B and C. Individual
ice sheet histories are dominated by both precession and obliquity frequencies (Fig. 2B), as
would be expected.
Combining the two modeled ice sheet histories, one can predict global sea level (Fig.
1D). In the global ice volume/sea level signal,
precession-driven responses, which are out of
phase between the hemispheres, largely cancel
each other out, leaving a record dominated by
obliquity (Figs. 1D and 2B). Similar results
would be found for any comparable ratio of
northern to southern ice volume. The above assumptions about ice sheet evolution are simplistic; for instance, ice-rafted detritus (IRD)
records suggest that NH ice sheets were
increasing in volume over the interval from
2.9 to 2.5 Ma (4, 13), whereas we assume no
long-term volumetric trends in the ice sheets. If
one allowed NH ice volume to gradually
increase from 3 to 1 Ma, one would expect to
observe a gradual increase in precession power
in modeled sea level. Such an increase is
observed in d18O data (SOM text and fig. S1).
One can convert modeled ice volume to
d18O units by making an assumption about the
mean d18O of ice at each pole (30). We then
compared the predicted mean ocean d18O to the
LR04 d18O stack (6) after detrending the stack
for long-term global cooling (Fig. 1E). Despite
some obvious mismatches in amplitude and/or
structure, the overall correspondence between
our model output and a global stack of more
than two dozen benthic d18O records is excellent (31). The ability of this simple model to
recreate the ‘‘41-ky world’’ suggests our hypothesis, the partially out-of-phase waxing and
waning of ice sheets in both hemispheres over
much of the Plio-Pleistocene, merits consideration. The data and model mismatches may
also arise from the temperature component,
time-scale errors, and geologic noise contained
in the LR04 stack. Our conclusion is relatively
insensitive to the sea level ranges and/or isotopic
compositions assumed (sensitivity tests shown in
Fig. 2B) or values chosen for the time constants
in the model (SOM text). A ratio of SH to NH
ice of just 13% (10 m SH/80 m NH) results in a
pronounced diminishment of the precessional
signal in the modeled d18O/sea level record,
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and a ratio of 25% (20 m SH/80 m NH) results
in the appearance of a ‘‘41-ky world.’’
Other climate proxy records. The above
model reconciles the LP/EP d18O record with
evidence drawn from modern glaciological
studies, ice sheet–climate models, and recent
ice sheet history for the strong control exerted
by summer temperatures on ablation. Our hypothesis is also consistent with the presence of
large ice sheets in the mid-latitudes of the
United States in the LP/EP (9), as well as with
an inferred 23-ky periodicity in melt water delivery down the Mississippi River drainage at
that time (32). One might argue that it would
require an unrealistically large warming to develop a terrestrial melting margin on the EAIS.
Yet sediments recovered from an ice-covered
lake in the Prydz Bay area show the presence of
running water, warmer water diatoms, and
mosses during the penultimate interglaciation
(33), widely recognized as being only slightly
warmer than the Holocene (20).
More difficult to reconcile with our proposed NH and SH ice volume histories are
proxy records of sea surface temperature (SST)
and IRD from the Northern and Southern
Atlantic Ocean that show a strong 41-ky pacing
(4, 13, 24, 34, 35). Indeed, the covariance of the
d18O, IRD, and SST records in the high latitude
North Atlantic has long been invoked as sedimentological evidence that the variability
observed in benthic d18O must derive in large
part from the waxing and waning of ice sheets
at the 41-ky periodicity in the NH (4, 13, 34).
How then could large ice volume changes at
the precessional period be missed? For the IRD
record, we propose that the answer lies in the
behavior of the two types of ice sheet margins:
terrestrial and glaciomarine. On a terrestrial
margin, ice sheet advance and retreat is strongly
controlled by surface melt that is almost entirely dependent on summer heating. Such margins leave no imprint on marine IRD records
because they are not in contact with the ocean.
On the other hand, glaciomarine margins, similar to more than 90% of the Antarctic ice
margin today, are the source of icebergs that
deliver IRD to open ocean. Such margins are
highly sensitive to sea level variations that can
unpin and destabilize ice margins grounded
below sea level (28). Indeed, both the early and
late Pleistocene records of IRD in the North
Atlantic show the most notable input occurring
on deglaciations during which sea level is rising
the fastest (35–37). In summary, calving rates
on marine-based margins are controlled primarily by sea level and hence would be expected to
follow the 41-ky sea level record (38).
The SST signal of the high-latitude Atlantic
has also been shown to vary primarily at 41-ky
between 1.6 and 1 Ma (34) (before this time,
SST estimates are problematic because of noanalog/extinct species). In the late Pleistocene,
Atlantic SST varies at both precession and obliquity periods; however, the obliquity rhythm
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dominates at latitudes of 950-N, where negligible precession is observed (39). At latitudes
of G50-N, precession dominates with obliquity
essentially disappearing south of 40-N (39).
The controls of SST in the North Atlantic are
poorly understood, although clearly late Pleistocene SST records poleward of 50-N are dominated almost exclusively by obliquity despite
the known presence (from coral reef records) of
23-ky variability in ice volume (40). It may be
that large changes in the extent of winter sea
ice, possibly sensitive to mean annual or winter
insolation at high latitudes (obliquity controlled), exert a more direct influence on polar
and subpolar SST (11, 41).
Beyond the North Atlantic region, numerous
proxy records are dominated by precession,
obliquity, or both frequencies in the LP/EP. None
of these records rules out the existence of a precessional signal in NH or SH ice volume. African
dust records (42) and grain-size variations in
Chinese loess records (43) exhibit both precession
and obliquity variance throughout the LP/EP.
Climate-sensitive proxies from the Mediterranean
region also show precession and obliquity pacing
throughout the past 3 My (44). By contrast, tropical Pacific records (45, 46) show an almost exclusive 41-ky signal in SST, although it leads
d18O and hence cannot be responding to ice sheet
forcing. These latter proxies are sensitive to the
strength of trade winds and/or westerlies, which
in turn are sensitive to meridional insolation
gradients and thus obliquity (5, 10, 47).
Mid-Pleistocene transition. We know from
ice core and coral reef records that late Pleistocene temperature and ice volume variations
are roughly in phase between both hemispheres
(29, 48) and that sea level variations were
paced by NH summer insolation forcing (40).
We argue that this pattern of climate change
was the inevitable consequence of long-term
cooling that gradually drove the EAIS margin
into the sea. We suggest that by È1.0 Ma, highlatitude climate had cooled to the extent that it
was no longer warm enough for an extensive
terrestrial melting margin to exist on East
Antarctica (middle bar in Fig. 3B). Ablation
now occurred primarily by means of calving,
and accumulation over the entire ice sheet may
have resulted in the progressive thickening of
the EAIS, limited only by ice stream drawdown
mechanisms and moisture starvation.
Implicit in this scenario is the conclusion
that sea level changes driven by NH ice sheet
fluctuations became the primary control on
Antarctic ice volume after È1 Ma. When sea
level dropped, the EAIS would grow out onto
the continental shelf; when sea level rose, the
retreat of the marine ice sheet grounding lines
around Antarctica would result in rapid ice
shelf disintegration. Ice volume at both poles
would now vary in phase at both obliquity and
precession frequencies, and d18O would thus
exhibit both 23-ky and 41-ky cyclicity (as observed). These two modes of SH response (in
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phase versus out of phase) do not necessarily
require an abrupt transition.
Conclusions. By allowing modest variations
in Antarctic ice sheet size from 3 to 1 Ma, controlled by local insolation, we show that the
dominant 41-ky period in marine d18O records
may result from out-of-phase ice sheet growth at
each pole. Individual ice volume histories in the
Arctic and Antarctic realm were likely dominated by both precession (out of phase between
poles) and obliquity (in phase between poles)
with ice ablation strongly controlled by summer
temperatures. Our hypothesis solves the conundrum of why no strong precession signal is
observed in global d18O records from this time
despite the well-known importance of summer
temperatures on ice sheet and glacier mass
balance (49). Our hypothesis also predicts the
presence of a dynamic EAIS in the LP/EP
characterized by a terrestrial ablation margin at
latitudes between 65-S and 70-S. We also predict
that the record of local temperature recorded by
deuterium isotopes in ice cores (should ice this
old ever be recovered) would be in phase with SH
insolation at the precession frequency. In the NH,
sites sensitive to the southern margin of the NH
ice sheet should show a record of variability much
like that depicted in Fig. 1C.
We further propose that long-term cooling
resulted in a transition from a primarily landbased to primarily marine-based EAIS margin
about 1.0 Ma, resulting in the mid-Pleistocene
transition and the strengthening of 23-ky cycles
in the d18O record. Ice sheet volume may have
increased at both poles at this time because of
the establishment of positive globally synchronous feedbacks (such as albedo and CO2 ) at the
precession frequency (50). Lastly, the strengthening of CO2 and albedo feedbacks by enhanced sea level fall or aridity, in conjunction
with long-term global cooling, may have led to
the establishment of NH ice sheets large
enough to survive summer insolation maxima
of low intensity, a necessary prerequisite for the
development of the ‘‘100-ky’’ cycle (51).
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phase. Lastly, if positive climate feedbacks act preferentially
on obliquity time scales (54), then the ice volume signal
at the 41-ky period could be additionally amplified relative
to precession.
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